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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

The distinctiveness eﬀect refers to the memorial beneﬁt of processing unique or item-speciﬁc
features of a memory set relative to a non-distinctive control. Traditional distinctiveness
eﬀects are accounted for based on qualitative diﬀerences in how distinctive items are
encoded and subsequently retrieved. This study evaluates whether a separate species of
distinctiveness – statistical distinctiveness – may provide an additional beneﬁt to memory
beyond traditional task-based processes. Statistical distinctiveness refers to the relative
frequency with which a speciﬁc memory item or set is processed. The current study
examined the presence of statistical distinctiveness through a series of levels-of-processing
mixed groups in which related lists were studied using two of the following three tasks to
promote either shallow (“E” identiﬁcation), neutral (reading silently), or deep/distinctive
(pleasantness ratings) processing followed by a recognition test. Participants studied lists in
which these tasks were used frequently (80% of lists), equally (50% of lists), or infrequently
(20% of lists). No recognition advantage was found when tasks were completed infrequently
versus frequently. Instead, recognition was greatest for the deeper/more distinctive task – a
pattern consistent with an encoding but not a statistical distinctiveness account.
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Distinctive information often receives a memorial beneﬁt
relative to information that is non-distinctive, a pattern
referred to as the distinctiveness eﬀect. Classically, the distinctiveness eﬀect occurs when a speciﬁc group of items
lies in contrast to an established cohesive context (Hunt,
2006; Surprenant & Neath, 2009). This context can be
established perceptually, such as the presentation of a
red-colored item in a context of blue-colored items, or conceptually, such as a number embedded in a string of
letters. In both cases, items that violate a prevailing
context are better remembered. Although distinctiveness
eﬀects have been broadly demonstrated over a variety of
materials (see Burns, 2006; Hunt & Worthen, 2006, for
reviews), a critical question is whether memorial beneﬁts
elicited by distinctiveness reﬂect a simple contrast
between an event and the context in which it occurs, or
whether a degree of contrast is required to produce
memory beneﬁts. The purpose of this study is to provide
a comparison of two possible types of distinctiveness
eﬀects in recognition and gauge their potential memory
beneﬁts.

Task-based distinctiveness in memory
Distinctiveness eﬀects can occur at both the item level and
at the task level, such as when a study task encourages the
encoding of distinctive/item-speciﬁc features (Hunt, 2006;
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Hunt & Lamb, 2001; Smith & Hunt, 1998). One such
example is the generation eﬀect or the memory advantage
for study materials that are self-generated versus materials
that are merely provided. In an early demonstration, Slamecka and Graf (1978) presented participants with
related cue-target pairs for study that were either incomplete (e.g., rapid-f___), in which participants had to generate a related target word, or intact (e.g., rapid-fast). At test,
recognition was greater following the study of generated
than intact pairs. The act of generating words was
argued to diﬀerentiate words in memory from intact
words, making them more memorable. Generation has
been argued to promote the processing of item-speciﬁc
information, or the processing of distinctive or unique features of generated items (Huﬀ & Bodner, 2013; Hunt & Einstein, 1981; McDaniel & Waddill, 1988).
Similar memory beneﬁts have been reported with other
distinctive-type tasks. For instance, producing (i.e., reading)
items aloud (MacLeod et al., 2010; see too Gathercole &
Conway, 1988 for review), viewing images of referents of
to-be-remembered words (Israel & Schacter, 1997), rating
words based on their relative pleasantness (Craik & Lockhart, 1972; Huﬀ & Bodner, 2013), and rating words on
their ﬁtness relevance (Nairne et al., 2007), have all
yielded distinctiveness-type memory beneﬁts relative to
control conditions. Thus, distinctiveness beneﬁts occur
using a wide array of tasks.
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Though distinctive tasks are diverse, the magnitude of
their eﬀects appear to be sensitive to between- versus
within-subject designs. Begg and Snider (1987) reported
that the generation eﬀect was diminished when generation versus reading was completed between- versus
within-subjects – a pattern echoed by MacLeod et al.
(2010) who reported a reduced production eﬀect for
pure lists, in which all study items were read aloud or
silently compared to mixed lists. Further, Bodner and
Taikh (2012) reported that the production eﬀect was eliminated when a between-subject design was employed.
Meta-analyses have since conﬁrmed that generation and
production do indeed produce memory beneﬁts under
between-subject conditions – though at considerably
diminished rates. Relatively small eﬀect sizes have been
reported for between-subject generation (g = 0.28) and
production (g = 0.37), which are approximately half the
size found in within-subject designs (Bertsch et al., 2007;
Fawcett, 2013, respectively). More moderate withinsubject eﬀects have been attributed to greater emphasis
placed on distinctive versus non-distinctive items, due to
an available comparison between the two item types.
This comparison provides enhanced discrimination that is
not available in a between-subject design when participants are exposed to a single item type. Another explanation, evaluated in this study, is that distinctive items
are also statistically less frequent in within- than
between-subject designs as they are typically only half of
the studied items. The relative proportion of distinctive
to non-distinctive items may be related to the magnitude
of distinctiveness beneﬁts. Thus, the statistical rarity of distinctive items or tasks appears to be related to the presence and magnitude of distinctiveness eﬀects.

Statistical distinctiveness in memory
Given robust within-subject generation and production
eﬀects, a critical question is whether the relative proportions of distinctive generate/aloud items versus non-distinctive items are related to the magnitude of the memory
beneﬁt. Icht et al. (2014) argued that distinctiveness originates from two sources: Distinctiveness due to encoding
processes at the task level, and distinctiveness due to the
statistical frequency in which a task is utilised. Encoding
distinctiveness refers to a speciﬁc mode of processing
that can qualitatively aﬀect encoding processes at study
or monitoring processes at test, such as tasks that
promote item-speciﬁc processing (Huﬀ et al., 2015; Hunt
& Einstein, 1981). In contrast, statistical distinctiveness
refers to the relative distribution of distinctive versus nondistinctive information, a distribution that varies when
comparing between- and within-subject designs. Importantly, Icht et al. argued that these two types of distinctiveness are not mutually exclusive: Distinctive tasks that
would normally yield a memory improvement through distinctive processing may be ineﬀective if used frequently or
even exaggerated if used infrequently.

To evaluate the contributions of encoding and statistical
distinctiveness, Icht et al. (2014) used a production-eﬀect
paradigm in which proportions of study items that were
read aloud versus read silently varied in mixed lists. Speciﬁcally, of the total number of list items, 20%, 50%, or 80%
were read aloud with the remaining read silently. According to the encoding distinctiveness account, aloud items
should be better remembered than silent items regardless
of the frequency in which aloud versus silent items were
studied due to distinctive processing of aloud items. In
contrast, the statistical distinctiveness account aﬃrms
that items studied using a task that is employed less frequently should be better remembered than items
studied using a frequent task regardless of task type. In
Experiment 1, the authors reported a reliable production
eﬀect overall in recall – a pattern consistent with encoding
distinctiveness – but the magnitude of the production
eﬀect interacted with the production proportion. Speciﬁcally, the production eﬀect was greatest in the 20% condition in which aloud items were less frequent, but
declined across the 50% and 80% conditions. Indeed, the
80% aloud condition produced a reversed production
eﬀect, such that correct recall was greater for silent than
aloud items. Thus, production beneﬁts were diminished
and even reversed, when aloud items were more frequent.
In a second experiment, which used recognition, a similar
pattern was found though the reversed production eﬀect
in the 80% aloud condition was not reliable (though the
production eﬀect was eliminated), providing additional
evidence that production is sensitive to the frequency of
task presentation. These ﬁndings suggest that the relative
task frequency aﬀects later recall and recognition for items
that were studied using a distinctive and non-distinctive
study tasks.
Similar statistical distinctiveness patterns have been
reported by Bodner et al. (2016; Experiment 2). In their
experiment, proportions of items that were produced (via
typing on a keyboard) versus unproduced (read silently)
were completed by either pure groups (i.e., 0% or 100%
typed) or mixed groups (20%, 50%, or 80% typed). As a
means of equating encoding for production versus nonproduction words, encoding duration was three times
longer for non-production than production words. On a
ﬁnal recognition test, a between-subject production
eﬀect was absent (possibly due to diﬀerences in the encoding duration), as was a within-subject production eﬀect in
the 50% and 80% production groups. However, a production eﬀect was found in the 20% production group
when typed items were statistically rare and despite nonproduction items receiving considerably more encoding
time. Therefore, at least with production, the relative frequency with which production is completed appears to
moderate the memory beneﬁt.
Although statistical distinctiveness beneﬁts are often
interpreted as infrequent items procuring additional processing at study, it is also possible that frequent items
may be contributing to the pattern due to processes
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such as cue overload (Surprenant & Neath, 2009, for review;
Parkin, 1980). The cue-overload principle states that cues
established at encoding are less beneﬁcial at retrieval
when the same cue is employed for many versus few
items. For instance, Keppel and Underwood (1962)
reported that recall of word lists that are taken from the
same category decreased across successive study/test
trials – a pattern of proactive interference. The authors
reasoned that interference eﬀects may reﬂect an overuse
of the category retrieval cue across lists, minimising the
cue eﬀectiveness. The beneﬁts of a distinctive study task
may similarly yield diminishing returns due to the inability
of repeated tasks to provide distinguishable retrieval cues
at test, as in Icht et al. (2014) and Bodner et al. (2016). Of
course, both processes may operate concurrently as infrequent items may beneﬁt from enhanced encoding while
frequent items may fall victim to cue overload.

Distinctive processing on memory errors
Despite the vast beneﬁts of distinctive processing on
correct memory, it is equally important to evaluate its
eﬀects on overall memory accuracy, which includes
memory errors. A common method for evaluating
memory errors is through the Deese-Roediger-McDermott
(DRM) paradigm (Deese, 1959; Roediger & McDermott,
1995). In this paradigm, participants study lists of associates
(e.g., bed, rest, tired, dream, slumber, etc.) which all converge
upon a single, non-presented critical lure (e.g., sleep). At
test, participants often incorrectly remember that the critical lure was studied, a phenomenon termed the DRM illusion. The DRM illusion is robust: False recall often
approaches recall rates of studied items from the middle
serial list position, and false recognition has been shown
to meet or exceed hit rates (see Gallo, 2006; 2010, for
reviews; Lampinen et al., 1999). Given these elevated
rates, researchers have found several methods in order to
reduce (but not eliminate) the illusion including increasing
study repetitions (Benjamin, 2001; McDermott, 1996), and
by presenting warnings about the DRM illusion prior to
study and/or test (Gallo et al., 2001; McCabe & Smith, 2002).
Relevant to the present study, reduction in the DRM
illusion has also been found following the processing of
distinctive features of list items at study. In one
example, Israel and Schacter (1997) presented participants with DRM lists that were either presented as
words in isolation, or as words that were accompanied
by a picture of each word’s referent. At test, false recall
of critical lures was reduced when lists were studied
with pictures versus lists studied as words, presumably
because pictures provide distinctive retrieval cues for
each word that can assist test-based monitoring. A
similar reduction has been found using a variety of
other distinctive manipulations including studying lists
of words in a unique (vs. same) font type (Arndt &
Reder, 2003), generating words from anagrams (Gunter
et al., 2007; McCabe & Smith, 2006), creating mental
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images of list words (Foley et al., 2006; Oliver et al.,
2016; Robin, 2010), and critically, processing the unique
or distinctive features of study words via item-speciﬁc
processing (Huﬀ & Bodner, 2013; McCabe et al., 2004;
Smith & Hunt, 1998). These beneﬁts are particularly noteworthy because they often induce a mirror eﬀect beneﬁt
to overall memory accuracy (Glanzer & Adams, 1990) – an
increase in correct memory coupled with a decrease in
false memory versus a nondistinctive or processingneutral task.
Reductions in the DRM illusion can be attributed to the
encoding strategies used at study and/or the monitoring
strategies used at test. Tasks that require item-speciﬁc processing disrupt the thematic consistency or associative
strength between items, resulting in impoverished relational encoding (Hege & Dodson, 2004). Alternatively,
participants may employ a distinctiveness heuristic – a
test-based monitoring strategy in which recollections of
distinctive details at the time of test can serve as diagnostic
evidence that a studied item was either studied or not
(Gallo, 2004; 2010). Since DRM critical lures are not paired
with distinctive details because they were not studied,
the distinctiveness heuristic aids in screening critical lures
from being reported. Impoverished relational encoding
and the distinctiveness heuristic have been argued to be
competing explanations for the reduction in the DRM illusion following distinctive processing (e.g., Dodson & Schacter, 2001; Hege & Dodson). However, evidence has shown
that both can operate in tandem (Huﬀ & Aschenbrenner,
2018; Huﬀ & Bodner, 2013).

The current study
Given the beneﬁts of distinctive processing at the task level
on increasing correct recognition and reducing the DRM
illusion, the purpose of the current study was to examine
whether statistical distinctiveness may show comparable
beneﬁts on overall memory accuracy. A standard task
that has been shown to successfully promote distinctive
processing is pleasantness ratings, which is also considered
a deep-processing task according to the levels-of-processing framework (LOP; Craik & Lockhart, 1972). Pleasantness
ratings have been shown to simultaneously increase
correct recognition and decrease false recognition in the
DRM paradigm (Huﬀ & Bodner, 2013; Hunt et al., 2011).
However, it remains unclear whether distinctive
processing tasks may be particularly potent when completed relatively infrequently.
The current study used four experiments to gauge the
eﬀects of task and statistical distinctiveness on recognition in the DRM paradigm. In Experiments 1–3, we
focused on statistical distinctiveness eﬀects by having
participant study subsets of lists that were either
encoded with a distinctive or non-distinctive task using
a set of mixed groups. In accord with previous literature
(Bodner et al., 2016; Icht et al., 2014), participants
studied a set of 10 DRM lists, in which either 20%, 50%,
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or 80% of those lists were studied using a distinctive task
with the remaining lists using a non-distinctive task. In
Experiment 1, we compared pleasantness ratings (PR), a
standard distinctive/deep-encoding task to silent
reading. In Experiment 2, we compared pleasantness
ratings to an “e” letter detection task (E-Task), a standard
non-distinctive/shallow-processing task. In Experiment 3,
we compared the read task to the E-Task to determine
whether statistical distinctiveness eﬀects would emerge
when two weaker encoding tasks were compared. In
Experiment 4, to aﬃrm our task processing claims, we
compared a set of pure groups in which 100% of the
DRM lists were studied using either the PR, Read, or ETasks. Finally, we included a series of secondary crossexperimental analyses to compare correct and false recognition on mixed groups to pure groups as another
test of statistical distinctiveness given pure groups complete a study task at 100% frequency. Thus, our study
addressed a novel question on whether distinctive task
eﬀects on recognition accuracy were moderated by the
relative frequency with which a distinctive task is
deployed.

Experiment 1: PR vs. read tasks
Experiment 1 assessed the memory contributions of PR
and read tasks when both were utilised at diﬀerent frequencies. Correct recognition was expected to be
greater overall following the PR than the read task, consistent with encoding distinctiveness. However, based
on statistical distinctiveness eﬀects reported by Bodner
et al. (2016) and Icht et al. (2014), we expected that
correct recognition would be greatest for 20% PR lists in
which the PR task is completed less frequently relative
to the 50% and 80% PR lists. A similar prediction was
made for read lists in which 20% read lists were expected
to produce greater correct recognition relative to 50%
and 80% read lists. For false recognition, we expected
PR lists to reduce false recognition overall relative to
read lists (cf. Huﬀ & Bodner, 2013), and particularly for
20% PR lists over 50% and 80% PR lists due to statistical
distinctiveness, a pattern that was expected to be
echoed by the read lists. Thus, we anticipated that our
experiment would provide support for both encoding
and statistical distinctiveness consistent with Icht et al.’s
surmise that both distinctiveness types are not mutually
exclusive.

Materials
The 20 DRM lists that produced the highest rates of false
recognition in Stadler, Roediger, & McDermott (1999)
were used. These lists were divided into 2 sets of 10 lists
and matched on backward-associative strength (BAS), a
metric of association from the study lists to the critical
lure which has shown to be a strong predictor of later
false recognition (Roediger et al., 2001). The DRM lists in
each set were once randomised and presented in the
same order to all participants. Across participants, one set
was studied, and the other was not and served as the
control set. The studied versus non-studied set was counterbalanced across participants. Each list contained 15
total study words, that were presented in random order
at study. An 80-item recognition test was then created
which comprised of 30 list items (from positions 2, 8, and
10 in each studied list), 30 list item controls (taken from
the same positions in non-studied lists), 10 critical lures
from studied lists, and 10 critical lures from non-studied
lists (see Huﬀ & Bodner, 2013, for a similar list construction).
Recognition tests were presented in a newly randomised
order for each participant.

Procedure
The study was conducted using a computer running EPrime 3.0 software (Psychology Software Tools, 2016, Pittsburg, PA). Participants were tested individually. Following
informed consent, participants were randomly assigned
to 1 of 3 mixed groups (Table 1). Participants were asked
to use two tasks to study list items that were presented
individually. In the PR task, participants were asked to
rate each word for its pleasantness on a 5-point scale (1
= extremely unpleasant; 5 = extremely pleasant). In the
Read task, participants were asked to read each word
silently. Participants indicated their PR responses by pressing 1–5 keys on a keyboard for PR lists which advanced to
the next list item and pressed the spacebar to advance to
the next list item on Read lists. All participants were provided with practice examples for each task from the
“fruit” DRM list, and then completed the study trials. In
the 20% PR versus 80% Read group, participants studied
2 lists using the PR task and 8 lists using the Read task. In
the 50% PR versus 50% Read group, participants studied
5 lists using the PR task and 5 lists using the Read task. In
Table 1. Study Conditions and Task Distributions in Mixed and Pure Groups
in Experiments 1–4.

Method

Experiment/List Type

Participants

Distribution
Experiment 1: Deep/Neutral
Experiment 2: Deep/Shallow
Experiment 3: Neutral/Shallow

80%/20%
PR/Read
PR/E-Task
Read/E-Task

Proportion
List Type

100%
PR

Seventy-three undergraduates (88% female, Mage = 19.60,
SDage = 3.41) from The University of Southern Mississippi
were recruited for participation and compensated with
partial course credit. All had normal or corrected-tonormal vision.

Experiments 1–3: Mixed Groups
50%/50%
PR/Read
PR/E-Task
Read/E-Task

20%/80%
PR/Read
PR/E-Task
Read/E-Task

Experiment 4: Pure Groups
100%
Read

100%
E-Task
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the 80% PR versus 20% Read group, participants studied 8
lists using the PR task and 2 lists using the read task. During
study, an instruction screen appeared prior to each list to
inform participants which study task they would be using
for that list. In each mixed group, the task orderings for
each set of 10 lists were semi-randomised to create ﬁve
separate orders of study tasks which were counterbalanced
across each of the two list sets. The orderings were created
such that tasks were not blocked together (i.e., 2 PR lists
then 8 Read lists in the 20% PR/80% Read condition).
Across conditions, lists were studied back-to-back and
the recognition test was completed immediately after
study of the ﬁnal list. The recognition test was an old/
new recognition test in which participants were instructed
to press an “old” labelled key on a keyboard for each item
that was studied, and a “new” labelled key for each word
that was not studied. Participants were instructed to
respond quickly and accurately and were not informed
about the presence of critical lures on the recognition
test. Following the recognition test, participants were
fully debriefed regarding the experiment and were
awarded participation credit.

Results
For all results reported, a p < .05 level of signiﬁcance was
used unless noted otherwise. Measures of eﬀect size
were calculated by using partial-eta squared (ηp 2) for
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analyses of variance (ANOVAs) and Cohen’s d for t-tests
for all signiﬁcant and marginal eﬀects. Proportions of
correct and false recognition as a function of task type
and proportion are reported in Table 2.1 All nonsigniﬁcant
comparisons were further tested using a Bayesian estimate
of the strength of evidence supporting the null hypothesis
(Masson, 2011; Wagenmakers, 2007). This analysis compares two models: One which assumes an eﬀect and
another which assumes a null eﬀect. This Bayesian analysis
yields the p-value pBIC (Bayesian Information Criterion)
which is an estimate for the probability that the null
hypothesis is retained. This estimate is sensitive to
sample size and can act as a power analysis to increase
conﬁdence in the null. Therefore, we incorporate a pBIC
analysis to supplement null eﬀects from standard nullhypothesis signiﬁcance testing.

Correct recognition
Statistical distinctiveness is contingent upon the interaction between list type combinations and their proportional manipulations. In order to assess statistical
distinctiveness within task combinations, the ﬁrst set of
analyses examined individual task types when they were
used to study either 20%, 50%, or 80% of the lists (i.e., comparing groups across rows in Table 2). A 2(Task Type: PR vs.
Read) × 3(Proportion: 20/80 vs. 50/50 vs. 80/20) mixed
ANOVA was used to examine proportions of correct

Table 2. Mean (95% CI) Proportion of “Old” Responses for Studied List Items, List Item Controls, Critical Lures, and Critical Lure Controls as a Function of Task
Type and Task Proportion for Mixed Groups (Experiments 1–3) and Pure Groups (Experiment 4).
Mixed Groups
Task Type/Task Proportion
Experiment 1: PR vs. Read
N
List items
List item controls
Critical lures
Critical lure controls
Experiment 2: PR vs. E
N
List items
List item controls
Critical lures
Critical lure controls
Experiment 3: Read vs. E
N
List items
List item controls
Critical lures
Critical lure controls

80/20
80% PR

50/50
20% Read

50% PR

24
.90 (.04)

.63 (.11)

.94 (.03)

.69 (.16)
20% E

20% E

.51 (.12)

.69 (.14)

50% E

.70 (.08)

20% Read

.58 (.17)

.75 (.06)

.69 (.12)

80% E
24

.76 (.12)

.30 (.08)

.28 (.08)

.52 (.09)
.36 (.08)

24
.69 (.09)

.63 (.07)
.22 (.05)

50% Read

.26 (.06)
.71 (.10)

.89 (.06)

.25 (.07)

24

80% E
24

.68 (.08)

.71 (.11)

.67 (.11)

20% PR

.15 (.04)
.38 (.16)

.72 (.05)

.77 (.14)
.23 (.07)

50% E

.95 (.02)

.24 (.07)
80% Read

.65 (.10)

24
.53 (.11)

.66 (.07)
.17 (.04)

50% PR

.16 (.03)
.73 (.10)

.97 (.03)

.13 (.04)

24
.89 (.03)

.72 (.09)

.70 (.11)

80% Read
25

.10 (.03)

.11 (.04)
80% PR

20% PR

24

.13 (.03)
.67 (.10)

20/80
50% Read

.65 (.08)
.29 (.06)

.63 (.10)
.38 (.10)

.67 (.15)

.60 (.10)
.40 (.09)

Pure Groups
Task Type

PR

Experiment 4:
N
26
List items
.95 (.02)
List item controls
.15 (.04)
Critical lures
.69 (.08)
Critical lure controls
.17 (.06)
Notes: PR: Pleasantness Ratings; Read: Silent Reading; E: “E”-Judgment Task.

Read

E

26
.78 (.05)
.12 (.05)
.77 (.08)
.20 (.05)

24
.66 (.09)
.39 (.06)
.65 (.09)
.43 (.09)
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recognition of studied list items across tasks and task distributions.2 A signiﬁcant main eﬀect of Task Type was found,
F(1, 70) = 85.52, MSE = .03, ηp 2 = .55, which indicated
greater correct recognition for items studied using PR
than Read tasks (.94 vs. .67). However, in contrast to the
statistical distinctiveness account, both the main eﬀect of
Proportion and the interaction were not signiﬁcant, F(2,
70) = 1.83, MSE = .03, p = .17, pBIC = .92, and F < 1, pBIC = .97,
respectively.

False recognition
A second 2(Task Type) × 3(Proportion) ANOVA on proportions of false recognition of critical lures yielded null
eﬀects of Task Type, F(1, 70) = 1.10, MSE = .08, p = .30, pBIC
= .83, Proportion, F < 1, pBIC = .98, and a non-signiﬁcant
interaction. F < 1, pBIC = .97. Thus, PR ratings failed to
reduce false recognition overall, and false recognition
was not sensitive to task proportions as predicted by statistical distinctiveness.

Discussion
Although no evidence was found for statistical distinctiveness, clear encoding diﬀerences between PR and reading
tasks were found across proportion manipulations.
Namely, correct recognition was greater for PR lists compared to read lists consistent with encoding distinctiveness. Such encoding diﬀerences did not extend to false
recognition, which was equivalent across tasks and proportions. The ﬁnding that PR lists did not produce a
reduction in false recognition is inconsistent with patterns
found in previous studies (e.g., Huﬀ & Bodner, 2013),
though the present experiment deviates by using a
within versus between-subject design. Recently, it has
been shown that within-subject designs may show carryover eﬀects of processing on false recognition, which can
eliminate diﬀerences between individual tasks (Huﬀ et al.,
in press).
One possibility for the lack of statistical distinctiveness
in the present study may be due to the relative diﬀerences
in encoding processes between the two task types. Though
PR and Read tasks often produce large recognition diﬀerences (Huﬀ et al., 2015), task diﬀerences may need to be
exaggerated to be sensitive to statistical eﬀects. To test
this possibility, in Experiment 2, we compared PR ratings
to a shallow LOP E-Task. We reasoned that the magnitude
of the task eﬀects on recognition would be even greater
with the PR/E-Task comparison.

Experiment 2: PR vs. E tasks
The purpose of Experiment 2 was to provide another test of
statistical distinctiveness by comparing two tasks that were
expected to produce even greater diﬀerences in recognition: A PR task, a deep/distinctive processing task, and
“E” judgments, a shallow task. We therefore expected

that correct recognition would be greater overall for lists
studied using the PR task over the E-Task, consistent with
encoding distinctiveness (and LOP), but would also be sensitive to the proportion of lists that are completed using
these tasks. With a more powerful encoding distinctiveness
manipulation across tasks, we now expected a statistical
distinctiveness pattern would emerge in which correct recognition would be greatest for 20% PR lists relative to the
50% and 80% PR lists. Similarly, for E-Task lists, 20% E-Task
lists were expected to produce greater correct recognition
relative to 50% and 80% lists. In contrast to the predictions
for Experiment 1, we expected that overall false recognition would be greater for PR lists relative to E-Task lists.
Previous research has shown that shallow LOP tasks
often reduce false recognition relative to deep LOP tasks
(Thapar & McDermott, 2001; Toglia et al., 1999) due to
shallow tasks failing to encode suﬃcient associative/thematic information about study lists to produce a robust
DRM illusion. Despite these task eﬀects, we still anticipated
sensitivity to task proportions, with 20% PR lists and 20% ETask lists producing lower false recognition relative to their
respective 50% and 80% lists due to statistical
distinctiveness.

Method
Participants
A separate sample of undergraduates (N = 72; 83% female,
Mage = 19.78, SDage = 2.62) from The University of Southern
Mississippi were recruited for participation. Participants
were compensated with partial course credit and had a
normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Participants were
randomly assigned to one of the 3 PR/E-Task mixed
groups (Table 1).

Materials and Procedure
The same materials used in the Experiment 1 were used in
Experiment 2. Procedurally, the only diﬀerences between
these experiments were the study task combinations
used in the mixed groups. In the E-Task, participants
were asked whether each list word contained the vowel
“e” by responding “yes” or “no” on a labelled keyboard,
and the PR task made pleasantness ratings as in Experiment 1. In the 80% PR versus 20% E group, participants
studied 8 lists using the PR task and 2 using the E-Task.
In the 50% PR versus 50% E-Task group, participants
studied 5 lists using the PR task and 5 using the E-Task.
In the 20% PR versus 80% E-Task group, participants
studied 2 lists using the PR task and 8 using the E-Task.
PR and E-Tasks were counterbalanced as in Experiment 1.

Results
Proportions of correct and false recognition as a function of
task type and proportion are reported in Table 2.
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Correct Recognition
Analyses were conducted as in Experiment 1. A 2(Task
Type: PR vs. E) × 3(Proportion: 20/80 vs. 50/50 vs. 80/80)
mixed ANOVA found that correct recognition was greater
for PR than E-Task lists (.91 vs. .62), F(1, 69) = 129.41, MSE
= .02, ηp 2 = 0.65, consistent with encoding distinctiveness.
Unlike Experiment 1 however, a main eﬀect of Proportion
also emerged, F(2, 69) = 3.65, MSE = .04, ηp 2 = .10. Followup tests indicated that correct recognition was greater
when collapsed across task types in the 50/50 than the
80/20 group (.82 vs. .72), t(46) = 2.68, SEM = .04, d = 0.77,
but equivalent to the 20/80 group (.82 vs. .76), t(46) =
1.59, SEM = .04, p = .12, pBIC = .65. Recognition did not
diﬀer between the 20/80 and 80/20 groups (.76 vs. .72), t
(46) = 1.14, SEM = .04, p = .26, pBIC = .78. The List Type × Proportion interaction was not reliable, F(2, 69) = 1.55, MSE
= .02, p = .22, pBIC = .94, yielding no evidence for statistical
distinctiveness.

False Recognition
False recognition was then analysed to examine the contribution of statistical distinctiveness on recognition errors. A
2(Task Type) × 3(Proportion) ANOVA showed a main eﬀect
of List Type, F(1, 69) = 34.68, MSE = .06, ηp 2 = .33, indicating
that false recognition was greater for the PR than E-Task
lists (.71 vs. .46), but both the main eﬀect of Proportion
and the interaction were not reliable, F < 1, pBIC = .98, and
F(2, 69) = 2.05, MSE = .06, p = .14, pBIC = .90, respectively.
Again, task frequency did not moderate false recognition.

Discussion
Similar to Experiment 1, no evidence was found for statistical distinctiveness when comparing PR and E-Tasks in
correct or false recognition. Correct recognition was
greater overall for PR lists relative to E-Task lists, consistent
with encoding distinctiveness and interestingly, was
greater in the 50/50 group. We discuss this pattern in the
General Discussion but note here that this pattern suggests
an advantage for an equal distribution of study tasks relative to an unbalanced distribution. Further, lists studied
using the PR task were at ceiling (.89 or greater across conditions) which may have restricted diﬀerences across task
distributions. False recognition was greatest for PR lists
over read lists consistent with previous literature (Thapar
& McDermott, 2001; Toglia et al., 1999), but was not sensitive to task frequency.

Experiment 3: read vs. E tasks
Given the null eﬀects of statistical distinctiveness in the
previous experiments, possibly due to correct recognition
at ceiling on PR lists, Experiment 3 sought to provide
another test of statistical distinctiveness by excluding the
PR task and comparing two study tasks that do not
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produce exceptional correct recognition. To remain consistent with previous experiments, Experiment 3 compared
diﬀerent distributions of task lists by comparing recognition following the Read task to the E-Task. We expected
that the Read task would operate as a “middle” LOP task
and the E-Task as a shallow task. When compared to
each other in the same context, we anticipated that the
Read task would be the relatively more distinctive task relative to the E-Task. Based on this logic, we predicted that the
Read task would produce an encoding distinctiveness
beneﬁt over the E-Task, even though recognition would
be lower overall. Additionally, we expected that with
lower recognition rates, correct recognition would be
greatest for tasks that constitute 20% of study lists, followed by 50% and 80% of study lists, consistent with a statistical distinctiveness beneﬁt. For false recognition, given ETask lists produced low rates of false recognition in Experiment 2, we similarly anticipated that false recognition following the E-Task would be lower relative to Read lists.
Additionally, we expected that 20% Read lists and 20% ETask lists would produce lower false recognition relative
to their respective 50% and 80% lists, consistent with statistical distinctiveness.

Method
Participants
A separate sample of University of Southern Mississippi
undergraduates (N = 72; 75% female, Mage = 20.62, SDage
= 5.75) completed the experiment for partial course
credit and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
They were randomly assigned to one of 3 mixed groups
(Table 1).

Materials and procedure
Study materials were identical to those used in Experiment
1 with the exception that participants were instructed to
use either the Read task or the E-Task. Instructions for
these two tasks were identical to those used in previous
experiments.

Results
Proportions of correct and false recognition as a function of
task type and proportion are reported in Table 2.

Correct recognition
The same mixed ANOVA was again used to compare Read
and E-Tasks across diﬀerent study proportions. Main eﬀects
of Task Type, F(1, 69) = 1.30, MSE = .03, p = .26, pBIC = .85,
and Proportion, F < 1, were not reliable, but a marginal
interaction was found, F(2, 69) = 2.81, MSE = .03, p = .07,
ηp 2 = .08, pBIC = .81. Follow-up tests revealed a marginal
increase in correct recognition for 20% Read lists over
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80% E-Task lists (.76 vs. .65), t(23) = 1.92, SEM = .06, p = .07,
d = 0.45, pBIC = .80, however, this pattern was not found in
either the 50/50 condition (.70 vs. .75), t(23) = 1.44, SEM
= .03, p = .17, pBIC = .90, nor the 80/20 condition (.72 vs.
.69), t < 1, pBIC = .95.

False recognition
The same ANOVA was also conducted on proportions of
false recognition. A marginal eﬀect of Task Type was
found, F(1, 69) = 3.65, MSE = .07, p = .06, ηp 2 = .05, pBIC = .57,
in which false recognition was greater for Read than E-Task
lists (.69 vs. .61), however the main eﬀect of Proportion and
the interaction, were not reliable, Fs < 1, pBICs > .98. Thus,
mixed groups did not show evidence for statistical distinctiveness in false recognition.

Discussion
When examining correct recognition for Read and E-Task
lists, a marginal interaction was found in which correct recognition was greatest for the 20% Read lists over 80%
E-Task lists. Of course, we do not make any strong claims
based on this marginal pattern and want to emphasise
that although a trend was found between these list
types, the pattern predicted by statistical distinctiveness
in the 20% E-Task/80% Read task group did not emerge.
Thus, the marginal beneﬁt found for the 20% Read lists
over the 80% E-Task lists may simply reﬂect a LOP eﬀect
versus a statistical distinctiveness pattern. For false recognition, a marginal reduction was found for E-Task lists
over Read lists, a trend consistent with predictions, but
again, no interaction with proportion was found. Thus,
despite oﬀ-ceiling correct recognition for both task lists,
there was little support for statistical distinctiveness.

Method
Participants
An additional sample of University of Southern Mississippi
undergraduates (N = 76; 90% female, Mage = 20.31, SDage =
5.34) participated for partial course credit. Participants
were randomly assigned to either the PR, Read, or E-Task
pure groups (Table 1).

Materials and procedure
The same materials and study instructions were identical to
those used in previous experiments. The only diﬀerence
was that participants used a single study task for all lists.

Results
Proportions of correct and false recognition for each of the
three pure groups are reported in Table 2.

Correct recognition
Analyses were ﬁrst conducted on correct recognition from
the pure groups to verify LOP/distinctiveness eﬀects on
recognition. A one-way ANOVA revealed a signiﬁcant
diﬀerence across groups, F(2, 73) = 25.90, MSE = .02, ηp 2
= .07, which indicated that correct recognition was
greater in the PR group than both the Read (.95 vs. .78), t
(50) = 6.13, SEM = .03, d = 1.73, and E-Task groups (.95 vs.
.66), t(48) = 6.88, SEM = .04, d = 1.99. Correct recognition
was also greater in the Read than the E-Task group (.78
vs. .66), t(48) = 2.46, SEM = .05, d = 0.71. Thus, PR, Read,
and E-Tasks showed patterns consistent with LOP and
encoding distinctiveness.

False recognition

Experiment 4: pure group comparisons
Our previous experiments have operated under the
assumptions that the PR task serves as a distinctive/deep
task, the E-Task asa shallow task, and the Read task as a
neutral task. We therefore tested a set of pure groups in
Experiment 4 to conﬁrm the graded depth of processing
within the LOP framework. For correct recognition, a LOP
eﬀect was expected across the pure groups, in which recognition would be greatest following the PR task, followed
by the Read task, and then the E-Task. For false recognition,
the PR task and the E-Task were expected to reduce false
recognition relative to the Read task, consistent with
both Huﬀ and Bodner (2013) and Toglia et al. (1999). The
reduction in false recognition in the PR task is expected
to reﬂect the use of item-speciﬁc/distinctive processing,
and the reduction in the E-Task is expected to be due to
poor encoding of semantic information associated with
studied list items.

Analyses were then conducted to examine false recognition for non-presented critical lures. False recognition
was not found to diﬀer across conditions, F(2, 73) = 2.02,
MSE = .05, p = .14, pBIC = .91, though the pattern was in
the expected direction: False recognition for critical lures
in the Read group (M = .77) was numerically greater than
the PR group (M = .69) and the E-Task group (M = .65).

Discussion
The pure group comparisons found evidence supporting a
LOP/encoding distinctiveness pattern in which correct recognition was greatest for the PR group, followed by the
Read group, and the E-Task group. This pattern supports
our previous assumptions regarding the depth of encoding
manipulations in the previous experiments. For false recognition, the Read group numerically produced the greatest
false recognition rate relative to the PR and E-Task
groups. These comparisons were not statistically reliable,
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though they were in the expected direction given patterns
reported in previous studies (Huﬀ & Bodner, 2013; Thapar &
McDermott, 2001).
Prior to providing a detailed discussion of our ﬁndings,
we next report a series of secondary cross-experimental
comparisons of correct and false recognition. Given the
consistency found across the three within-group experiments (Experiments 1–3) regarding the proportional
manipulations across tasks, our ﬁrst cross-experimental
comparison evaluates these similarities. The cross-experimental comparison also provides us with additional statistical power to detect potential statistical distinctiveness
patterns that were absent in the mixed group experiments.
Following comparisons across mixed groups, we then
provide a ﬁnal test of statistical distinctiveness by comparing the pure groups in Experiment 4 to the 20% mixed lists
in Experiments 1-3. We home in on this latter comparison
because the pure groups maximise the frequency with
which a task is completed (100%), which may provide a
more sensitive test of statistical distinctiveness versus the
80% comparisons conducted in the mixed-group
experiments.

Mixed-list cross-experimental comparison:
experiments 1–3
Correct recognition
To determine the consistency of the proportion manipulation across experiments, we ﬁrst conducted a 3(Experiment: 1 (PR/Read) vs. 2 (PR/E) vs. 3 (Read/E)) × 3
(Proportion: 20/80 vs. 50/50 vs. 80/20) × 2 (Task Type:
Deep vs. Shallow) mixed ANOVA in which Experiment
and Proportion were between-subject variables and Task
Type was within. For this analysis, the deep versus
shallow levels for the task type variable reﬂected a relative
diﬀerence between the two tasks used in the three experiments (i.e., experiment tasks that were relatively deep vs.
shallow).
A main eﬀect of Task Type was found, F(1, 208) = 153.58,
MSE = .03, ηp 2 = .43, which indicated greater correct recognition following deep than shallow tasks (.86 vs. .66). An
eﬀect of Proportion was also found, F(2, 208) = 3.28, MSE
= .04, ηp 2 = .03, in which the 20% Deep/80% Shallow
tasks did not diﬀer from either the 50%/50% tasks or the
80% Deep/20% Shallow tasks (.76 vs. .79, t(143) = 1.21,
SEM = .02, p = .23, pBIC = .85, and .76 vs. .79, t(143) = 1.23,
SEM = .02, p = .22, pBIC = .84, respectively), however correct
recognition was greater in the 50%/50% grouping than
the 80% Deep/20% Shallow grouping (.79 vs. .73), t(142)
= 2.63, SEM = .02, d = .44. An eﬀect of Experiment was
found in which correct recognition was marginally
greater for tasks in Experiment 1 (PR/Read tasks) than in
Experiment 2 (PR/E-Tasks; .80 vs. .76), t(143) = 1.84, SEM
= .02, p = .07, d = 0.31, pBIC = .80, greater in Experiment 1
than in Experiment 3 (Read/E-Tasks; .80 vs. .71), t(143) =
3.82, SEM = .03, d = 0.63, and greater in Experiment 2
than Experiment 3 (.76 vs. .71), t(142) = 2.63, SEM = .03, d
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= 0.34. The relatively deeper task combinations therefore
generally produced greater correct recognition than shallower task combinations – a pattern also consistent with
encoding distinctiveness. The eﬀect of Experiment was
only found to interact with Task Type, F(2, 208) = 27.14,
MSE = .03, ηp 2 = .21, in which the recognition improvement
for the relatively deep over shallow task was reliable for
both Experiment 1 (.94 vs. .69), t(72) = 9.31, SEM = .03, d =
1.55, and Experiment 2 (.91 vs. .62), t(71) = 11.29, SEM
= .03, d = 1.68, but not Experiment 3 (.73 vs. .70), t(71) =
1.11, SEM = .03, p = .27, pBIC = .88, in which the PR task
was not included. All other interactions, including the
three-way interaction, were not reliable, all Fs < 2.37, ps >
.09, pBICs > .94, demonstrating that the lack of statistical distinctiveness was consistent across experiments which utilised diﬀerent tasks.

False recognition
Cross-experimental analyses were similarly conducted on
false recognition using the same ANOVA. An eﬀect of
Task Type was found, F(1, 208) = 24.20, MSE = .07, ηp 2
= .10, in which false recognition was greater for relatively
deeper than shallow tasks across experiments (.71 vs.
.58). The eﬀect of Proportion was not signiﬁcant, F < 1,
but an eﬀect of Experiment was found, F(2, 208) = 3.12,
MSE = .12, ηp 2 = .03, in which false recognition was
greater in the relatively deeper task combinations in Experiment 1 relative to Experiment 2 (.69 vs. .59), t(143) = 2.57,
SEM = .04, d = 0.43, but did not diﬀer from Experiment 3
(.69 vs. .65), t(143) = 1.13, SEM = .04, p = .26, pBIC = .86.
False recognition did not diﬀer between Experiment 2
and 3 (.59 vs. .65), t(142) = 1.37, SEM = .04, p = .17, pBIC = .82.
A reliable Task Type × Experiment interaction was found, F
(2, 208) = 5.46, MSE = .07, ηp 2 = .05, which reﬂected generally lower false recognition for E-Task lists. Speciﬁcally,
false recognition did not diﬀer between PR and Read lists
in Experiment 1 (.72 vs. .68), t(72) = 1.08, SEM = .05, p
= .29, pBIC = .83, but was greater for the deeper PR lists relative to E-Task lists in Experiment 2 (.71 vs. .47), t(71) = 5.80,
SEM = .04, d = 0.80, and marginally greater for Read lists
over E-Task lists in Experiment 3 (.68 vs. .60), t(71) = 1.93,
SEM = .04, p = .06, d = 0.27, pBIC = .57. Importantly, all other
interactions, including the three-way interaction with
Experiment were not reliable, Fs < 1.17, ps > .32, pBICs
>.97, again demonstrating no evidence for statistical distinctiveness across experiments.

Cross-experimental comparisons between mixed
and pure groups: experiments 1–4
Given the lack of statistical distinctiveness eﬀects in correct
and false recognition in the mixed groups, our next set of
analyses examined whether statistical distinctiveness
eﬀects emerged when 20% task lists in Experiments 1–3
were compared to their corresponding pure group in
Experiment 4. Since pure groups maximise the frequency
of a given task, we reasoned that the comparison
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between 20% task lists and the 100% pure groups would
be most sensitive towards detecting statistical distinctiveness eﬀects.

Correct recognition
20% E-Task Mixed Lists vs. Pure E-Task Group. In the PR/E task
combination, where the E-Task was used for 20% of lists, a
marginal reduction was found for 20% lists relative to the
pure E-Task group (.54 vs. .65), t(46) = 1.74, SEM = .07, p
= .09, d = 0.51, pBIC = .60. In the Read/E task combination,
where the E-Task was used for 20% of lists, no diﬀerence
in recognition was found between the 20% E-Task listsand
the pure E-Task group (.70 vs. .65), t < 1, pBIC = .85.
20% Read Mixed Lists vs. Pure Read Group. In the PR/Read
task combination, where Reading was used for 20% of lists,
a signiﬁcant reversed statistical distinctiveness eﬀect was
found in which correct recognition was lower in the 20%
Read lists versus the Read pure group (.63 vs. .78), t(48) =
2.42, SEM = .06, d = 0.68. This pattern did not occur
however when comparing the 20% Read lists in the
Read/E combination, as there was no diﬀerence relative
to the pure Read group (.78 vs. .78), t < 1, pBIC = .87.
20% PR Mixed Lists vs. PR Pure Group. In the PR/E task
combination, where PR was used for 20% of lists, a reversed
statistical distinctiveness pattern was again found (.89 vs.
.95), t(48) = 1.98, SEM = .03, d = 0.55, for the 20% PR lists
and PR pure group, respectively. In the PR/Read task combination, correct recognition was equivalent between the
20% PR listsand the pure group (.97 vs. .95), t < 1, pBIC = .87.
Collectively, across list types, comparisons between the
20% mixed lists and their corresponding pure group
revealed no evidence of statistical distinctiveness and
indeed, some comparisons showed a reversed statistical
distinctiveness pattern.

False recognition
20% E-Task Mixed Lists vs. Pure E-Task Group. In the PR/E task
combination, where the E-Task was used for 20% of lists,
analyses revealed a signiﬁcant reduction in false recognition for 20% E-Task lists relative to the pure E-Task
group (.39 vs. .64), t(47) = 2.78, SEM = .09, d = 0.80, a
pattern consistent with PR lists reported above. In the
Read/E-Task combination, where the E-Task was used for
20% of list items, no diﬀerences were also found
between 20% E-Task list items and the E-Task pure group
(.58 vs. .65), t < 1, pBIC = .82.
20% Read Mixed Lists vs. Pure Read Group. In the PR/Read
task combination, where Reading was used for 20% of lists,
no diﬀerences were found in recognition between the 20%
Read lists and the Read pure group (.69 vs. .77), t < 1, pBIC
= .82, as was the case when comparing 20% Read lists in
the Read/E combination (.67 vs. .77), t(48) = 1.19, SEM
= .09, p = .24, pBIC = .77.
20% PR Mixed Lists vs. PR Pure Group. In the PR/E task
combination, where PR was used for 20% of list items,

analyses revealed no diﬀerences in recognition for 20%
PR lists compared to the PR pure group (.69 vs. .69), t < 1,
pBIC = .87, as was the case in the PR/Read task combination,
where PR was used for 20% of lists, (.97 vs. .95), t(49) = 1.11,
SEM = .08, p = .27, pBIC = .79. In summary, statistical manipulations yielded minimal eﬀects on false recognition with
the exception of the 20% E-Task lists. When taken together
with correct recognition, the comparison of 20% lists to the
pure groups, which is a comparison that is more sensitive
towards statistical distinctiveness, again did not produce
consistent evidence for this process.

General discussion
The purpose of our study was to evaluate contributions of
two types of distinctiveness on recognition. Encoding distinctiveness refers to the memorial beneﬁts that originate
from distinctive processing fostered by the encoding task
itself. Statistical distinctiveness refers to the beneﬁts
found when encoding tasks are utilised infrequently. Statistical distinctiveness on correct and false recognition was
examined in Experiments 1–3 by manipulating the frequency with which participants utilised a given study
task in a set of mixed groups. Participants studied lists of
words using one task for 20%, 50%, or 80% of lists and
another task for the remaining lists, making the task used
for 20% of the lists statistically distinctive. In Experiment
4, encoding distinctiveness on correct and false recognition was examined using a set of pure groups by comparing a distinctive/deep task (Pleasantness Ratings) to a
relative neutral task (silent reading), and a non-distinctive
shallow task (“E” identiﬁcation).
Across experiments, consistent evidence for encoding
distinctiveness was found in correct recognition. In the
Experiment 4 pure groups, a standard LOP eﬀect
emerged in which the deeper/distinctive PR task led to
greater correct recognition than the neutral Read task
and the shallow E-Task. Of note, similar encoding patterns
were detected in mixed groups used in Experiments 1-3, in
which relatively deeper task combinations (e.g., PR/Read)
led to an increase in correct recognition relative to more
neutral or shallow task combinations (i.e., PR/E-Task and
Read/E-Task) – a novel result. The combined task eﬀects
of pure and mixed groups conﬁrm powerful beneﬁts of
encoding distinctiveness as the distinctive PR task, and
any mixed group combination that included this task,
increased correct recognition.
Statistical distinctiveness, however, was not in evidence.
In Experiments 1-3, correct recognition in the statistically
rare 20% task lists did not produce a recognition beneﬁt
relative to the more frequent 50% or 80% task lists and
this pattern was generally stable across experiments. The
only exception to this pattern occurred in Experiment 3
in which 20% Read lists marginally improved correct recognition relative to 80% E-Task lists. Of note, this pattern did
not hold in the reversed mixed group (20% E-Task/80%
Read) in which E-Task lists were infrequent. Moreover,
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when statistical frequency was evaluated relative to pure
groups which maximize task use, no recognition beneﬁt
for the infrequent 20% lists emerged. These patterns are
inconsistent with those reported by Icht et al. (2014) and
Bodner et al. (2016), whereby recall and recognition
beneﬁts in a production-eﬀect paradigm were found for
silent and aloud items that were studied infrequently.
Encoding and statistical distinctiveness eﬀects were also
examined for false recognition of DRM critical lures. We
anticipated that, given distinctive encoding tasks often
reduce the DRM illusion relative to a non-distinctive
control (e.g., Huﬀ et al., 2015), conditions that promoted
statistical distinctiveness would similarly reduce false recognition of lures, improving overall memory accuracy. As
was found in correct recognition, statistical distinctiveness
produced no eﬀect on false recognition, either when comparing frequency rates in mixed groups or when comparing the rarer 20% lists to the pure groups in the crossexperimental comparisons. Although examining statistical
distinctiveness eﬀects on false recognition has not been
explored previously, the beneﬁts of statistical distinctiveness reported by Bodner et al. (2016) and Icht et al.
(2014) should theoretically have translated to reductions
in false recognition for 20% lists. However, since no evidence for statistical distinctiveness in correct recognition
was found, it is unsurprising that such proportional inﬂuences did not extend to false recognition.
When examining false recognition rates on pure groups
in Experiment 4, false recognition was only numerically
reduced for the PR and E-Task relative to the Read task.
These patterns are at least directionally consistent with
previous work showing that shallow LOP tasks can
produce a reduction in the DRM illusion (Thapar & McDermott, 2001), likely due to shallow processing disrupting the
amount of encoded associative/thematic information from
the list items needed to produce the illusion, and other
studies that have shown the PR task reduces the DRM illusion relative to a read control (Huﬀ & Bodner, 2013).

The hunt for statistical distinctiveness
Across both PR/Read and PR/E combinations in Experiments 1 and 2, our analyses did not reveal an interaction
between task type and task proportion, suggesting that
statistical manipulations do not inﬂuence correct recognition. For these task combinations, PR lists consistently
performed at ceiling, with no change in performance
regardless of the frequency in which the task was completed. Although the tasks used in this study exhibited a
standard LOP eﬀect, the PR task produced ceiling performance which was immune to our proportional manipulations. Separately, the Read/E group in Experiment 3,
which did not include the PR task, appeared to be more
sensitive towards the proportional manipulation. Correct
recognition was marginally greater for 20% Read lists
over 80% E-Task lists, but this pattern was not found in
the reversed distribution. These ﬁndings are somewhat
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consistent with Icht et al. (2014; Experiment 2), in which
a “dilution” of the production eﬀect was found for the
80% aloud lists versus the 20% silent lists, though silent
lists did not exceed aloud lists.
The ﬁnding of some sensitivity towards proportional
eﬀects when the PR task was absent in mixed groups
may suggest that statistical distinctiveness may be more
likely to occur when two task types are relatively equivalent
in encoding strength. To date, statistical distinctiveness
patterns have only been reported in studies that have utilised a production paradigm. The relative memory diﬀerence between aloud and silent items is typically
moderate (Fawcett, 2013), which may increase the likelihood that statistical distinctiveness eﬀects are detected.
Thus, the relative diﬀerence in encoding strength
between the two tasks used in mixed groups may moderate whether statistical distinctiveness beneﬁts are
detected.
Additionally, our mixed-group analyses yielded an interesting task distribution eﬀect based on whether study tasks
were used on an equal versus unequal number of study
lists. In our cross-experimental comparison, correct recognition in the balanced 50/50 groups was reliably greater
than the unbalanced 80/20 groups, and numerically
greater than the 20/80 groups. It is unclear exactly why
this pattern emerged, but one possibility may be due to
the 80/20 and 20/80 groups having to complete one task
repetitively relative to the other. When using a single
task repetitively, participants may have “loafed” their use
of that task which may have rendered task encoding less
eﬀective than alternating between tasks in the 50%
group (see Huﬀ et al., 2016, for a similar repetitive taskloaﬁng discussion). Consistent with a loaﬁng pattern
based on repetition, if one compares the 80% lists to the
50% lists across experiments in Table 2, correct recognition
for the 80% lists is 4-10% lower than the task matched 50%
lists (the one exception being the 80% Read lists versus the
50% Read lists in Experiment 3). Alternating between two
tasks equally may have reduced loaﬁng as tasks were not
repeated and participants were more likely to remain
engaged across lists. Of course, we only speculate on the
processes behind this pattern, but these ﬁndings suggest
that equivalent distributions of tasks may produce an
overall recognition beneﬁt relative to task being used
unequally which could encourage loaﬁng. Future research
on this eﬀect is clearly needed, but it may have implications in educational settings, such as having learners distribute separate study tasks evenly versus favouring one
over another.
Although our data did not support a statistical distinctiveness pattern, our methods were designed to mimic
those used in other studies that have shown statistical
distinctiveness eﬀects (Bodner et al., 2016; Icht et al.,
2014), but with some exceptions. First, as noted above,
the present study utilised the LOP framework to
examine statistical distinctiveness, whereas other studies
that have shown statistical distinctiveness eﬀects used
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a production task. It is possible that the type of task used
may be sensitive to the proportional manipulation
needed to elicit statistical eﬀects, and the inclusion of the
PR task, which was quite powerful, may have masked the
eﬀect. Further, the present study used DRM word lists as
study materials (vs. unrelated word lists used in Bodner
et al. and Icht et al.) to gauge statistical distinctiveness
eﬀects on correct and false recognition. The strong association between items in DRM lists may have muted taskproportion eﬀects in recognition as participants may
have been more reliant upon thematic cues at test,
rather than the task type and task frequency to encode
lists.
Finally, though the task proportions used in the present
study were similar to statistical proportions used by Bodner
et al. (2016) and Icht et al. (2014), the previous studies
manipulated statistical distinctiveness at the item level,
rather than at the list level. At the item level, participants
were presented with a single list of items in which aloud
versus silent tasks were cued for individual items. At the
list level, however, a single task was used for an entire
DRM list, in which participants used the same task repeatedly over several items. It is possible that participants may
be treating the individual DRM lists, and the tasks used to
study these lists, as separate “memory events” versus a
single memory event, which would be the case for a
single study list used in previous studies. The frequency
of tasks used across memory events may therefore fail to
produce a statistical distinctiveness pattern. Instead, the
frequency in which a task is used within a single memory
event, such a single study list, will only produce statistical
distinctiveness.
An additional factor which may aﬀect the sensitivity for
detecting statistical distinctiveness is the type of memory
test completed. Icht et al. (2014) reported a diminished
statistical distinctiveness pattern on recognition versus
free recall. Free recall is generally believed to be more sensitive to recollection which requires greater use of controlled processing. In contrast, recognition is a
discrimination memory task which allows for greater contributions from familiarity-based processes (Mandler,
1980; Yonelinas, 2002). It is possible that recollectionbased processes may be more sensitive to statistical distinctiveness which may be underestimated in recognition
due to familiarity. Thus, smaller distinctiveness pattern
reported by Icht et al. (2014) and our lack of support for
statistical distinctiveness using recognition indicate that
test type may be an important moderator.
Finally, we acknowledge that our use of the LOP framework to examine the eﬀects of encoding and statistical distinctiveness assumes that the deep PR task qualiﬁes as a
distinctive task. Deep processing tasks can occur from
either item-speciﬁc or relational processing (e.g., relational
generation; Huﬀ & Bodner, 2013), whereas distinctive processing only utilises the former. The PR task qualiﬁes as
both a deep task, facilitating elaborative processing of
items, and as a distinctive task, by inducing item-speciﬁc

processing (Hunt & Einstein, 1981). In contrast, relational
processing preserves the thematic consistency across list
stimuli but dilutes distinctive processing at the item level.
Therefore, relational processing includes deep semantic
processing, but not distinctive processing. We note that
the PR task is a standard item-speciﬁc task meant to
induce distinctive encoding (Hodge & Otani, 1996; Hunt
et al., 2011; Hunt & Smith, 2014). Thus, we used the LOP framework to provide reasonable non-distinctive comparison
tasks (Read and the E-Task), but our reference to a deep
processing task refers to item-speciﬁc/distinctive encoding.

Conclusion
The purpose of the current study was to assess the contributions of two possible species of distinctiveness: Encoding and statistical distinctiveness on recognition memory.
Three encoding tasks were used (Pleasantness Ratings,
Reading, or “E” Identiﬁcation) which varied in their use of
distinctive processing and were manipulated to occur relatively frequently when studying a series of lists (100% in
the pure groups or 80% in the mixed groups), or relatively
infrequently (20% in the mixed groups). Although distinctive encoding produced large correct recognition
beneﬁts, no evidence for statistical distinctiveness was
found when any of the three tasks were completed infrequently. The absence of statistical distinctiveness may be
due to the inclusion of the powerful pleasantness rating
task, which may override the beneﬁts of statistical distinctiveness, the use of strongly related lists, a recognition (vs.
recall) test, or some combination thereof. We suggest that
it is important for theoretical reasons to determine whether
encoding and statistical distinctiveness are indeed separate species and factors that aﬀect their magnitude.
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Notes
1. Due to experimenter error, the practice “fruit” list was mistakenly included as a studied list in one of the counterbalanced
versions in all experiments. Due to this repetition, study items
from the fruit list and the “fruit” critical lure were removed from
the analyses in this version. This counterbalance was represented equivalently across the three mixed groups.
2. In addition to the analyses using raw recognition rates for
studied list items and critical lures, we further conducted a
signal-detection analysis (Wickens 2002) on d′ values for
these items using Macmillan and Creelman’s (1991) 1/2n correction for all experiments. In the mixed-list experiments
(Experiments 1-3), only one false alarm rate was available for
list item and critical lure controls which was subtracted
equally from both task proportions. Given this equivalent
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subtraction, the analyses closely matched those on raw recognition rates. In Experiment 4, d′ values did diﬀer from raw recognition analyses due to diﬀerences in false alarm rates across
groups (task diﬀerences were generally larger), however the
task patterns were directionally the same. Therefore, to avoid
redundancy and remain consistent across experiments, our
analyses only report raw recognition rates.
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